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ASSTRACT

In many cases there are few differences between construction of sub-sea tunnels
and ordínary t'over land" tunnels, and much of the experience gaíned from the
latter are therefore applicable for sub-sea tunnels. 0f special ímportance is
the use of an exploratory drilling program conbined with sealing of possible
T¡rater leakages by pre-groutÍng ahead of the tunnel face. Thís measure has been
used for more than 50 years in the Norwegian lake Ëaps made as submerged tunnel
piercings.
The paper concentrate on hardrock sub-sea tunnels and describes 9 tunnels
coristructed ín No:rrray, the deepest being 253 n belor¿ sea level and the longest
4.7 kn.
The geology has been the'maín uncertainty in sub-sea tunnelling, where the
average costs for sealing and rock supporting ¡¿orks have varíed from less than
50 "/. up to more than 200 Z of the excavation (dril1 and blast) costs. The
construction costs f or a 50 rr2 tunnel, where tunnel r^¡orks (road etc. ) and
capital costs are excluded, have varíed between 3,000 - 5,000 USD (1986) per
meter tunnel. The excavation progress has been 17 - 40 meters per week.
Improvements in equipment and tunnelling. techniques is also an important fact
rock lnass
that contribute t.owards a successful construcÈion in difficult
tunnelling conditions. The trends to a decrease in Èhe relative tunnelling
costs make sub-sea rock tunnel an even more attractive alternative as coupared
to other strait crossings even for stTaits shorter Ëhan 1 ku.
Tunnels dor+n to depths of 500 - 600 n below sea level appear possíble to
coristruct within 10 - 15 years. There are also studies ín progress evaluating
50 - 60 kn long sub-sea tunnels for oil explortation in the North Sea-¡,¡ithin
8 - 10 years of construction time.
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1.

What

Ís a Sub-sea Tunnel?
of the 54 kn long

Seíkan tunnel after about 20 years of
construction in poor rock cond.ition nade a siþnificant contribution to the
development of and Ínterest for sub-sea rock Èunnels. As will be delt with

The break-through

ln the followlng, the construction of sub-sea tunnels may noË be as
challenging as many seem to belíeve today. The development Ín tunnelling
combined with the experience gaÍned from "over-landI tunnels make sub-sea
tunnels an alternative nuch more attractive and which ought to be looked
hits in many straít crossings.
Type of

Locatfon

servlce

Length
(kn)

Year

Name

Seikan (-260 n)

Japan
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53.0
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opened
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Japan
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IJK
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Norway
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4- t
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U.K

Road

4.2

1934
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Kanmon

Severn

FsrlandsfJorden (-170 n)
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3.9

19 83

Kanmon

Japan

Rallvay
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Rafnes (-253 n)
FþrdesfJorden (-160 n)

Norway

IndusÈry

Nomay

Plpellne

Kannon Road

Japan

Road

vardo (-85 n)

Norway

Road

3.6
3.6
3.4
3.6
2.6

Table 1.

Some

tunnels constructed under rivers/sea

197 6

I9 85
r9 58

1982

bed

Sub-sea tunnels, in

to other tunnels r pass under bodíes of Ì¡ater
"orrtrast
that are inexhaustible and Trhere drainage into the tunnel has no lowering
effect whatever on the groundwater 1ine. The downward excavation of such
tunnels therefore include the possibility of having large inflows of water
thaË will cause great problems to the excavation \¡/orks or even drown the
equipment and tunnel. A dubsea tunnel project therefore require thorough
planning of the srorks and included special safety ueasures.
geotogicaI

lrÈ
Fig. 1.
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Sub-sea tunnel aspecËs

rock cover.

The specíal features in sub-sea tunnelling shown in the Fíg. I are
therefore:
Short dísÈance to the inexhaustible wate.r reservoir
Llnited knowledge of the rock mass conditions
All leakage water has to be puuped out both during construction
during the structures lifespan.

2.

and

Differences between Land Tunnels and Sub-sea Tunnels

The sub-sea tunnelling is not as "hazardoust' as many seem to believe,
and there are many similarities with t'over-Ianåt' tunnels. ExcepL for the
short leakage paths and the possibilities for large, never ending
leakages, there are in fact small differences for uany "over-landtt tunnels
excavated on declines as shov¡n in Fíg. 2.
imited
because

L

of

hi

gh

overburden.

Ground vater tevel

Pumping out
water during

on descent.

Fig. 2. Aspects of uany land Èunnels r'rith high overburden
For many of the longer "over-land" tunnels having considerable rock cover
there are in most cases also great uncerÈainties in predicting the rock
mass tunnelling quality at tunnel level. In the authorrs opinion the
constructíon of the tunnels through the Alps sorne 50 - 100 years ago r/as
rnore challenging than most of the sub-sea tunnel plans of Èoday
considering the tunnelling equipment available at the time.
The ground conditions, construction methods and experience, priee level,
Ëunnel requirement and regulation etc. vary considerably around the=world.
It is therefore impossible to give a general opiníon of sub-sea tunnels
covering all these dífferent aspects.
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Ít appropriate Ëo concentrate on Norwegian
sub-sea tunnelling experience. This results ín a highlfghting of hard rock
sub-sea tunnelling techníques including nore conprehensive and comparable
descriptions of this.

The author has therefore found

3.

'

Early Relevant Tunnelling ExPerience
Looking back on earlier constructions of I'over-landtt tunnels there are
nany projects which today would may be classified as sub-sea Èunnels. In
Norway for example, a co non feature is the tunnelling of water conduiÈs
located below rivers and lakes for hydropol¡/er developments. Such tunnels
generally serve as tailrac_e tunnels. Two of them are listed below:
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20
po\^rer plant

30 m

I

(1974 - 76): The 2 km long, 95 m2 tailrace
tunnel crosses under the 100-200 m wide Nídelven river in túo
locati-ons with a minimuu rock cover of 13 m.

4. Rygene

useful earLy experience from sub-sea Èunnelling 1s the construcÈion of submerged tunnel pÍerclngs, or lake taps which Ís a Norwegian
speeiality Ín hydropower works. The píercing, is effected by excavating a
tunnel in the rocks under the lake bottom, up to a preselected poínt, from
where a controlled hole through Ís made by a final round of blastíng.
The most

Elevalion

Loose Materials

0

50m

SEITI

Fig. 5. Lake tap

made

ON

to be btasted )

at 80 m water dept

By such submerged piercíng arrangemenËs the lake is made accessíble for
hydropower exploitation using the storage volume available below the
original hlater level. (If a similar storagå volume should be provided
above the natural water level, this r¿ould require heavy construction
includíng dam ete. Such an alternative ís generally much'more expensíve.)
The most imporËant *ä"s,tr. for a successful piercíng construcÈion Ís the
carrying out of probedrilling ahead of the tunnel excavation. !ilhere water
leakages are detected, sealing by cement grouting is carried out. For this
system experience sho¡nrs that it is possible to approach as close as 4 6 m from the rock surface on lake bottom.

4.

Nonregian Sub-sea Tunnels

4.L General Experience
The field exploration work precedíng the construction of the sub-sea tunne1s, has mostly included geologic napping, boomer-sparker profiling,
seismic refract,íon measurements. In addition core drillings have been
performed to verify the seísmic results and to evaluate the p.m".-biIíity

of the rock masses.
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The experience from 9 Norwegian sub-sea rock tunnels ls that the rock
quality has been fair to good for tunnelling. In weakness zones varying
from 5 to 400 n in width the quality has be.e.n poor to very poor. In some
occasions special rapid rock support,íng concretlng methods rf,ere
succssfully used r¡hich made a safe advance possible even were the stand up
tíme of the rock tnasses was very short.

of water leakage is that nornally about 8 - 10 % ar'd so far
not more .tl:ar^ 25 7" of the tunnel length had to be pregrouted. The costs
for the grouting have normally been beËrreen 1000 - 2000 USD per meter
grouted. Conpareid to the whoie tunnel length the sealing costs have
therefore nornally been only 100 - 200 USD per Eeter Èunnel. 0n1y in a
very few cases it has been neccesary with grouting after excavation has
been carried out. The water leakages ínto the tunnels vary between 75 400 1/kn tunnel. The correspouding perneabílity coefficíent of the rock
masses along the partly grouted tunnel beíng of the order k = IO-7 _a
l0 " n/s
The experience

The construction costs for the tunnels descríbed in the following are
given ín Table 5. The locatlon of the tunnels is shciwn in Fíg. 17
4.2 Sub-sea Gas Pipe Tunnel, Rafnes-I{er0ya (1975-76):
This is a 3600 m 1oág gas pipe tunnel of 16 m2 cross-section built in
L975-76 designed to be r¿aterfilled under normal operating condition. The
basically unlined Èunne1 has a lowpoínx 253 m below sea level, r,rith a
minimum rock cover of 50 ro and loose materials approx. 100 n thick. The
coristrucÈion time for the tunnelling work was 1.1 years, working 112 hours
per week from both headings, applying the dríl1 and blast method.
The bedrocks consist of Precambrian granites and gneísses, and Cambrian
shales and limestone. During the construction phase, drilling of 50 m long
exploratory holes ahead of the tunnel face was made mandatory every
weekend. The pre-groutíng vras carried out where the exploratory holes
showed leakages. Inflow of leakage $rater rÍas most pronounced ín the
gneisses, and requíred sealing by pre-grouting of rock másses in front of
the heading over approx. 1000 rn length. The permanent inflow of leakage
water, in the drained-tunnel conditíon, \¡¡as 1600 l/nin.
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Fig. 6. Sub-sea tunnels in the Rafnes area
The amount of rock supporting work \¡ras moderaÈe and included bolÈing,
shotcreÈe and full concrete lining where requíred by the rock uass
conditions.
4

.3 l^Iater Supply

Tunnel Nordsi O-Rafnes (L97 4-77)

:

The trunk line of this Ëunnel is approxirnately 12 400 n long, including
4000 m at sub-sea level. Most of this latter part, with a tunnel crosssection of 8 n2, is located at 80 n below sea level. Over a total distance
of 700 m, (between shorelines) the maximum water depth is 25 m and the
minimum rock cover 40 n. The tunnel which is basically unliled eras
excavated by the dri11-and-blast method. Cement groutíng ahead of the
tunnel face was occasionally used to seal the rock and prevent leakage.
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with lntersectÍng wide
zones of swelling clay. After an initial eonpletion in 1976, the tunnel
collapsed in three locations shortly afte,r being water-filled. The
cave-lns occurred in sr¿elling elay zones, where the shotcrete used as rock
supporting measure during construction had noÈ been strenghened by fu1l
concrete liníng.

The bedrocks are Precambrían granites and gneisses,

.

4.4

Vardo Road TunneL (L979-82)

A two-lane road tunnel 2,6 km long in rock, is linking the island city of
VardØ ¡sith the maínland. 1700 n of the tirnnel length is below seawater in
a 25 m deep sound, where the minímum rock covel ís 32 n. The lowest point
of the tunnel is 87 n below sea level. The construction time for the
tunnellíng work was 2.2 years, working 75 hours per week, applying drill
and

blast

excavation.

0
100

200

Fig. 7. The Vard4 sub-sea road tunnel
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of late PrecambrÍan age consíst of sandstones, siltstones and
clay-schists. The rock mass quality for tunnelling lùas poor because of a
pronounced bedding, but still surprisingly i.rnpervious. Leakage water qlas
encountered only occasionally, requÍring sealing measures by pre-groutíng
in L0 % of the length. The perranent inflow of leakage !Íater, to be
draíned by punping, ls approximately 1000 l/roin.
The bedrocks

During constructíon of the tunnel betrseen the shore-lines, drilling of an
exploratory core-hole ahead of the tunnel face was nade mandatory. The
rock supporting g_ork included bolting, shotcretÍng and full concrete
lining. Full concrete líning was constructed in 21 7" of tl:.e tunnel lengËh.

4.5

The Kårst0 Gas Pipe Tunnels (I981-84)

three consequtive fjord crossings under sear,rater, basically unlined,
r¡tere built to accomnodate tr'ro high pressure contínuously welded steel
pipes of approx. 750 m día for the Statpipe Gas Transportation System.
The common tunnel cross-section is 28 m2. Tunnel lengths vary between 3400
m and 4700 n, Fíg. 8. The construction time for the tunnelling rsork rvas
1.4 years, working 108 hours per week on all six headings simultaneously,
applying drÍll-and-blast method. The tunnel data and the excavation rates
at the Kallstd-KårstØ tunnels are:
Length Lowest lfeekly progress
Permanent
'
point
rates in meters
\tater
These

Tunnel

Karmsundet
F@rdesfjorden
Fdrlandsfiorden

rtr

n

4700

-1 80

3450

-1 60

3960

- I70

Max.

91.5
63
B5

Average

leakage

l/nin

32.9

400

26.0

300

35.6

300

More than 4 kn of the total tunnel length of L2 km is below water (between
shore-lines), where the minimum rock cover is 50 m.

The rock masses consist nainly of Precambrian gneisses, wj-th some greenstone/ greenschist ín the'lrestern and Caubro.Silurian phyllite in the
niddle and eastern part of the alignment. The overall tunnelling quality
experíenced was fair to poor. The rock supporting work included ocgasional
bolting, shotcreÈing and full coricrete lining. Full concrete lining was
constructed ín 30 "/" of the tunnel length.
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Fig. 8. The KårsÈ@ tunnels
Inflor,¡ of leakage water was encountered occasionally, requiríng grouting
and sealing measures of approximately 8 % of the total tunnel length.
4.6 Shore Approach Tunnel, Iljartdy (under constructíon)
This is a landing tunnel for the oil pípeline from the Oseberg oil field
in the North Sea. The subsea tunnel coricept is used to provide protecÈing
for the pipeline from the ímpact of heavy sea !/aves and currents that
occur in thís region.
The tunnel, 2320 m long and with a cross sectiori of 26 m2, is located in
Precambrian gneisses. In July 1986 the tunnel rras excavated to within I0 n
of the piercing at 80 m depth, Fig. 9. The piercing will be made similar
to the Norwegian lake tap method, and the two concrete plugs close to the
píereing point r¿i1l keep the tunnel dry during installation of the
pipeline from the sea side. Probedrilling was carried out by 3 - 4 holes
of 30 n lengËh. In addition core drillings were carried out in areas of
expected, significant weakness zones.
The rock masses have given low water leakages (130 l/¡nin) with pre-grouting
only in 3% of the tunnel length.
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Âlesund -

Ellíngsdy and Ellingsøy - Valderoy Road Tunnels

under

construction
The construction of these two road tunnels of 45 to 75 m2 cross sectíon
see Fig. 18, vras started ín January f986. They will be finished in 1989.
The Èota1 length of the tunnels to be excavated in Precambrian gneiss is
7.7 km v¡ith the lor.¡est poínt 140 n below sea level. By July 1986 about
1800 m of tunnels have been excavated with overall good rock mass
conditions. No water leakage zones have so far been encountered.
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The

sub-sea road tunnels .Â,lesund - Valder@y
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5.

Governing Factors

for a Sub-sea Tunnel

The alignmenË and length of
rent paramet,ers, namely the

Alignment

a sub-sea tunnel is

governed

by three diffe-

topograPhY

geology (rock mass conditíons for tunnelling)
proj ect/construction requlrements
These conditions are

illustrated in Fig.

11.

Rock surface

.

B

æ
ït;

fiffi;ùi;ì:
Fault

Fig. 11. Main parameters of a sub-sea tunnel
The topographical features of importance for a tunnel
a) elevation of the Ëwo portals (A & B)

b)

\^rater a.ptf, at the crÍÈical points ( I & 2)
rock cover (rc) above tunnel roof

c)

the distance (a) between the (two) critícal

¡¿ill

with

be

nÍnimum requíred

points.

The levels of the portals are in many cases only parÈ1y dependent upon the
topography along the shore since the connection required to exisËÍng faeílities (roads, railways etc.) often deËermine the location.

points with mínimum rock cover are partly deternined by the
geological conditions. The points are often locaËed in the deepest part
where the erosion has been strongest because of poor (weak) rock masses.
The critical
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the geologícal conditions will have influence both on excavation and the
rock cover requÍred for a safe construction and operation of the tunnel.
There are no existing requireuents or standards for the minímum rock cover
beneaËh the sea floor. Based on the authorr=""*p.tí.nce from planníng and
constructíon of Norvegian tunnels ín hard rocks the data in Table 2 has
been used.
ROCK COVER

lüater dept to
rock surface
0

25m

25 m

25

50 rn
100 n
300 n

30 m

50
100

Poor quality
rock masses

qualíty
rock masses

Good

30-35
35-40
45-50
55-65

40 m

50

m

m
m

m
m

Table 2. Minimum rock cover (rc) used for liuited distance along sub-sea
tunnels
The uaximum inclination required for a sub-sea tunnel will to a great
extent determine the actual tunnel length. As given in Table 3 the inclination will vary from abouÈ 1:8 to 1:80 depending on type of Èunne1
service. This means Ëhat there roay be a difference in length for the whole
tunnel in the order'of l0 x 2 = 20 times betr¡een a high speed railway
tunnel and a sinple ("1oca1") road tunnel.
Road tunnel

maín roads

loca1 roads
Railway tunnel

Table 3. Maximum descenË of some traffic
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- 70 o/oo ie. I:20 - l:14.3
- 100 o/oc ie. 1:14.3 - l:I0
I25 o/oo
ie. 1:B
I2.5 - 25 o/oo j.e. 1:80 - I :40

50
70

highways

I4

tunnels

6.

Fíe1d investigations
No::r.ray

for a Norwegian Sub-sea

Tunnel

consists of old rocks of Precaubrian,.and Palaeozoic age, FÍg

12.

rock masses can be classified as hard rocks
considering tunnelwork. The rock masses are, however, cut by faults and
thrust zones where the rock conditions are of significantly poorer quality
than elsewhere. There are also areas t¿here more densily jointing results
ín poorer excavation conditíons than normal.

ThÍs means that all

The erosion of Lhe ice ín Quarternary times (the last nillion years) have
caused unweathered, fresh rocks to be exposed at the surface and the
weaker rock uasses (fau1ts, weakness zones) to form depressions (valleys'
which are often easily detected on the surface). The rock mass tunneling
conditions are most often relatively easy to interpret based on surface

geological uapping and there are small amounÈs of loose deposíts. The
costs for preinvestigations are therefore low. For ttover-landtt tunnels
these are normally less than I 7" of t};.e construction costs.

600
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Fig. L2. Sinplified geological
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of Scandinavía

The napping of the bedrock conditions for sub-sea tunnels require,
however, more sophísticated investigatíons than for ttover-landt' tuunels
since large perts of the area is covered by water. A common investigation
program is started by collection of geologíca1 data supplied by studies of
airial phoËos and sea-naps. hrhen the nost pronising area for a possible
tunnel has been evaluated, a program for boomer-sparker profiling and echo
soundíngs is carried out. From the results of such investigations a map of
the rock surface is worked out, and a possible tunnel alÍgnment can be
located.
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Fig. 13. The dífferent seisuic velocities in rocks indicate the rock mass
qualities. In addition the position of loose materials is recorded
The geologícal conditions beneath the sea are found by means of refraction

seismic profiling as well as core drillings, mainly carried out by inclined holes frou the shore. The costs of the investigatíons carried out for
Norwegian sub-sea tunnels varies betr^reen 1 - 5 Z of the total constructíon
costs, refer to Table 5.

IË is, however, Ímportant to realíze that detailed knowledge of geology
príor to excavation can not be obtained for a subsea tunnel. To compensate
for this ever present uncertainty, exploration ahead of the tunnel face
should be performed as a part of the preinvestígation program. The costs
for this rneasure is about 1r5 - 27" of the construction costs, which must
be considered as a cheap insurance both regarding safe working conditions
and the completion of the project as near on costs and schedule as possible.
100 70 I
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þ gi ga_1 _r"_pp Tg _ _
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Fig. L4. Comparative costs ín Z between different Pr e-investigation
methods for a sub-sea Eunnel
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7.

Construction Methods

In additiori to the actual rock excavation of,. the tunnel which can be executed by drilling, blasting and nucking out or by full-face boring machines
(tnU¡, other works have to be carried out to safeguard working condiÈions
and to reduce the leakage water. Progress rates and tunnelllng costs will
therefore depend on the types and amourits of the additional work, and
where and when such work is being carried out ín the tunnel. Table 4 shows
the effect of the the varj-ous tunnelllng r:orks on the construction time.
As mentioned eårlier much experience has been gained on the use, capacities and costs from earlier tunnelling works on the rock supporting and
sealíng methods to be used Ín sub-sea tunnels under different rock mass
conditions.

7.I Tunnel Excavation
The tunnelling boríng machine (TBM) 1s imnediately attractive due to high
advance rates under suitable rock conditíons. Average advance rates in the
order of 125 n or more per week in hard rocks (gneiss, micaschíst) have

been obËained. Most TBM tunnels have been excavated on an incline or on a
slíght decline. TBM excavatíon on a decline in the range 50 - 100 o/oo
requires modifications of the nachíne and the loading system.

for hard rock provide linited access to Èhe face and to the
area close behínd. This ueans that only linited rock support can be placed
at the face. Under unstable rock condiÈíons the TBM may corisequently more
easily get hampered or even get stuck before the tunnel is properly
supported. It has in fact happened that a TBlf had to be dismantled and the
resÈ of the tunnel to'be completed by drill and blast.
TBMs designed

drill and blast method requires more rock support than the
TBM method, and requires more ventílatíon. It has, however, a greaËer
to changing rock conditions. The face ís easí1y accessible for
flexibility
exploratory dri.11ing, and the iercussion dri1l holes can be perforned by
tunnel juubos
This method offers therefore a safer excavation for a declining sub-sea
tunnel.
The tradítional
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7.2

Rock Supporting lJorks
The rock-supporting nethods, most commonly used
Rock

bolts.

in

Used to support unstable blocks

Norwegian tunnels are:

or as an elemenË in other

supporting methods.

Shotcrete. Concrete sprayed on the tunnel roof and walIs, often used
in coubination with rock bolts. The shotcrete can be strengthened by
welded net or by steel fíbre reinforcement. The fibre reinforced

shotcrete offers a quick and very effective support and has
aspecial advantage ín difficult rock masses with short stand-up tine.
Concrete lining. Used under poor rock mass conditions r,rhere the
stability of larger volumes of rocks may be involved.

7.3 Inportanee of Exploratory Drillíngs

and Pre-groutíng

The experience with probeholes and pre-groutíng
has been ful1y applied in the Norwegian subsea
the principles for this technique.

for

Sub-sea Tunnels

fron the tunnel piercíngs
tunnelling. Fig. 15 shows

There are great unéertainties associated with sub-sea tunnelling, as
staÈed earlier, related to possible rrTater inflow. Neither the number of
waËerbearing zones nor Èhe maxímurn ínflow rates can be predicted beforehand. The experience from other tunnel projects mentj-oned earlj.er is
that the risk of large water inflo¡,rs is greatly reduced when sealing of
water-bearing zones is carried out as pre-grouting ahead of the tunnel
face.
The pre-grouEing should preferably be included in Èhe exploratory drilling
prograutme. I{hen a water-bearing zone has been detected by the exploratory

drilling, additional holes are drilled and groutíng is done through all
the boreholes showing vrater leakage. After the grouting is coupleted, the
tunnel can be excavated by standard blasting uethods through the sealed
zorLe. The required time for the grouting work will depend upon the rock
conditions and may vary from less than one day to several weeks. This
operation is presently being improved by the developuent of different
chemical grouts.
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Fig. 15. Exploratory drilling

and pre-grouting

Extended probíng has often been uade by core drilling either carried out
frorn specíally made recesses or from the tunnel face. By this meÈhod more
ínformation is gained of the rock mass (stability) condition in addition

to leakage recordings. A special advantage of this met.hod is Èhe possibility to detect leakages associated with poor (low stability) rock uass
condiËions a long distance ahead of the tunnel. Thus the necessary precautions can be taken for the sealing of possible leakages, and fór preparing for requíred rock supporting works, which is of vital importance to
avoid the possibilities for running ground a drowning of the tunnel.
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The pre-grouting has tr¿o

objectÍves.

One

is to

prevent large r'rater inflows

into the tunnel duríng excavation and the other is to reduce the rate of
pernanent inflov¡ into the tunnel after construction.

AT

OPERATION

THE
FACE

BETIIND AFTER
FACE BREAK-

TITE

TIIROUGH

Exploratory drilling

(x)

Groutíng
Excavatíon
Rock support
Tunnel works

(x)
(x)

(x)

()

high influence
rr
little
no

ll

(")

on
il
lt

()
()
(x)

()
()

construcËion time
lltr
llil

Table 4. Main tunnelling operations and their influence on construction time.

7.4 Safety Measures
and uncertainty in predicting the existence and degree of
The difficulty
possible leakage zones and zones with poor rock mass stability under the
seabed can be offset, by special safety measures during construction. 0f
these, the exploratory drilling ahead of the tunnel face together rvith a
well planned grouting procedure ís considered to be the most ímportant.. It
is also of importance to chose a contractor with experience from similar
projects who is able to work out plans and implement them quickly if unforeseen events take place.

A high pumping capacity and emergency generators during consËruction is
another important measure.
A close supervision of the tunnel construction by experÍenced engíneering
geologists is a musÈ for a safe execution of the project.
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The freezing technique offers the possíbility of excavating even
through zones ¡^riÈh an exceptionally lors degree of stability. Such e
procedure is very time-consuming and expensive and can only be successful íf. there are mínor or no rùater leakages associated with the
zone. So far it has not been used in Nonøegian sub-sea tunnels.
8.

Constructíon Costs
The maín works Ínvolved in a sub-sea tunnel project Ís listed below together wÍth the main factors influencing upon the costs for a given tunnel:

ITru

VARYING I'IITII

Rock supporË

rock mass stability
partly with rock type(s)
rock mass permabilíty

Excavation (dril1 and blast) - Exploratory drilling
and grouting

Frost protection (water shields)
Tunnel

Road surface

rrrorks

Electr. equipment
Draínage

climate and water leakages

- - small variations

Ì

Planning, investigations
and supervisíon

Ì-

small variations
- -

For a given tunnel there are only s¡oall variations in the costs for the
tunnel r¿orks or the planníng costs compared with the construction costs.
Also the excavation (drill
and blast plus mucking out) costs have
relatively smal1 varíations in costs per meter tunnel.
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The greatest uncertainties in costs stem from the requlred rock supporting
and groutÍng works, caused by the actual rock mass conditions. This appear
fn Fíg. 16 where the variations ín the cons,ËrucÈÍon costs with dífferent

rock mass qualitÍes are

shown.

AVERA6E
QUALITY

Excavation

ROCK
FOR

MASS.
TU NNELLI N6.

6ood

F¿ir

3,10 0

/. 000

Poor

( dritl and btast ) .

Probedritling and grouting.

Water shields.
Road const¡uction.

Eteclrical equipment and vgniitation.
0rainage and puming equipmentPlanning, investigations and supervision.
Approximate costs

USD

i m tunnel

Fig. 16. Dístribut.ion of cosÈs for a sub-sea rock tunnel r'¡ith different
rock mass tunneling condítions.
The variations in relative costs for tunnelling over the years (FÍg. 22)
makes it difficult
to compare cost for tunnel projects constructed at

Èimes. The figures in Table 5 are therefore not directly
comparable. It can be seen, however, that the construction costs today for
a 50 n2 tunnel in fair poor rock mass conditions (rock support and sealing
100 L507" of excavatíon costs) au.ounts to about 3.000 - 3.500 USD per
meter tunnel t¡ithout tunnel works (road. venÈilation etc.) and capital
costs.
dÍfferent
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I

COSTS

PRE-

APPROCIMAT!
COSTS PER

COI,fPARATIVE

INVES.

IfETER

cosrst

ROCK

'
YEAR
opuuno

LENGTH

TUNNEL

CROSS

DEETEST

SECTION

POINT

TTGATIONS

¡ o! con-

Z of excavatlon
costs

I
I

197 4

TAIER
AND I,¡ATER SHIELDS
SEALING
SUPPORT

Rafnes

-

Heroya

km

m2

m

3,6

16

-253

70

..

tu¡n¡rtt

)

gtrr¡ctlon

)

usD (1986)

cosÈs

usD(1986)

t,7

2

,000

3

,000

5,0

6,5004)

5

,000

t

982

Va¡dd

2,6

50

-88

204

r

984

KarmsundeÈ

4r7

26

-I

80

r55

1,9

2

,300

3,500

r

984

FdrdesfJ ord

1,4

26

-r60

236

1,9

2,900

4,400

F@rlandsfl ord

ao

26

-t7

0

107

1.5

2, 300

3

2,3

26

-r10

120

4,0

2,000

3,000

3,5

70

-t40

1,0

4,3003)

3,0003)

lt.l

70

-I

t 984

1987

Shore Approach
Hj

artdy

-

Elltngs@Y

1988

Ãlesund

1988

Elllnssøy - Valderóy

l)
2)
3)
4)

WlthouÈ tunnel works
From Èender Prlces

Capltal costs

49

Fonr.,

50n2 TrrNNEl.-'

.500

40

excluded

Vardó

Only the lock tunnel Part

Table 5. Costs of

Ãlrsu¡ro

sone

vALDERøY

Norwegian sub-sea tunnels
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-^"ç

A Under construction/
constructed
T

Ejart4y

-

Kårst6

t\'-'

Raf nes

Fig. 17.

Some

0

Norwegian sub-sea

tunnel projects
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100 km

Planned

9.

Possible Future Norwegian Sub-sea Tunnel Projects

.

The more Èhan 3000 km long coast of Nonu4y with numerous fjords and
islands (see detail in Fig. 17) has abouË 160 different connections served
by ferries. (The yearly subsidies from the Government for these connectÍons are about 50 ni1l. USD.) It fs therefore a great need for petmanent
connectj.ons. As shown 1n Fig. 17 there are plans for several sub-sea
tunnel projects. The main features for some of them are given in the following.
Tunnel DrØbak - Ilurum ís planned to start in 1987 and finished 1990. This
is a 7.4 krn long 3-lane tunnel of 75 m2 cross section in gneiss. The
tunnel wíth a maxirnum descent of 70 o/oo will have its deepest point 125 n
below sea level. Some larger lorr velocity zones (faults) have been regÍstered beneath the sea bottom by refract.ion seismÍc measureuents. The
costs of this tunnel, with a traffic volume of 5000 - 6000 vehieles per

d"y, ís estimated at

50

ni1l.

USD,

capítal costs

excluded.

¡:,"'-,
,<

^
.,J
)rç

'4.
,'ì, t

ì,-t

Fig. 18. Cross section of a two-lane (45 n2) and three-lane (75 ¡n2) tunnel
The Vartdalsfjord tunnel is scheduled for construction 1988 - 91. The
6.7 krn long two-lane (45 n2) tunnel will have its deepesÈ point 315 n
below sea level with a minimum rock cover 50 - 60 n, Fig. 19. The maximum
descend is 100 o/oo.
The 11.6 km long and 350 n deep Tysfjord tunnel is probably Ëhe longest
undersea road tunnel currently in the planning stage Fig. 20. tJ constructíng this Èunnel, the last ferry connection on the E6 road, r*'ill be
ommitted. The costs for this tr"¡o-lane tunnel is roughly estiuated to
55 niIl. USD.
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Fíg. 19. The Vartdalsfjord sub-sea tunnel project
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Fíg. 20. The
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The most challengíng Nonzegian sub-sea tunnellíng study of today is the
development of oil fields in the North Sea by tunnels. The Petromine grouP
has carried out studies t¡hich show that tb.e tunnel can be constructed
r¿ithín 7 - 9 in soft rock masses of Cretaceous and Tertiary age along 757"
of the 50 - 60 km long and 600 m deep tunnel. For this project it is found
benefitial to use a specially designed TBM for both soft rocks and the
hard rocks along the tunnel, Fíg. 2I. In the soft rocks containing
possible pockets of shallow gas or water it is of utmost importânce to
carry out a well planned exploratory drilling and pre-grouting program to
avoid the TBM boring ínto difficulties whÍch could delay or even stop the

tunnelling.

q

UARTERNARY

TERTI ARY

Base station
C

RETA

C

EO

NS

JURASSIC

Fig. 2I. The Petromine tunnel project for oil developueut
10. I{hy Sub-sea Rock Tunnels?
The ski1l of the coritractors to tackle different rock masses is an
important part of sub-sea tunnelling. During the last 5 - 10 years
Norwegian contractors have taken ínto use tuore advanced rock supporting
equipment and solirtíons. The practical development and use of shotcrete
this. The quick and ef f icient use this method nov{ of f ers,
illustrates
combined ¡sith short blasting rounds and quick concrete lining has been
most ímportanË on aÈ least tr,ro occasions involving tunnellíng through low
stability rock masses with very short stand-up tine.
The development and ímproved experience in tunnelling over the last years
has resulted in a general reductíon of tunnel excavaÈion costs, t]t. 22.
This has made sub-sea rock tunnels an even more attracÈive alternative
compared to bridges and other straít crossings.
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Fíg. 22. Development of excavation costs (drill

and blast) ín Norway.

Fig. 23 shor¿s approxímate comparísons betr¿een different types of strait
crossÍng methods. From this is elearly seen that under-sea road tunnels
are the most ecoàouÍcal alternative for most crossings with the present
tunnelling costs.
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Fig. 23. Coroparative costs for different strait crossing
(urodif ied af ter (9)).
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7."

methods

3km

of sub-sea tunnels down to 250 m and firm plans
for 7 - 8 krn long tunnels dor¿n to more than 300 ur. I'Iith the experlence
from several long ttover-landt' tunnels r¿ith gr,ound water heads up to 1000 n
it is expected that sub-sea tunnels within 10 years may be constructed
down to as much as 5OO - 600 ureters below sea level wíthin reasonable

Today r¿e have experience

costs and construction time.
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